This software demonstration describes a mod for Fallout 4 that will adapt in-game dialog to the context of the current state of the game. The dialog is generated by a computationally creative back-end software during the game play. The mod solves the problem of Fallout 4 not supporting dynamically generated dialog by showing dialog in an overlay application on top of the game window.
INTRODUCTION
Fallout 4 1 is an open world RPG (role-playing game) that gives the player a great freedom to explore the wasteland and complete dozens of side quests. The game has a massive number of handwritten dialog to cater for credible characters the player might not even encounter if he is not undertaking all the side quests in the game.
However, the predefined dialog comes with a problem of adaptability. The dialog will stay the same regardless of the condition of the player or the wider state of completion of the game. A player who has slaughtered an entire city will be still called a hero in the NPC (non-player character) dialog in the next city, and so on.
For this particular reason, we have decided to seek for a solution to the poor contextual adaptability of the Fallout 4 dialog. We describe our work on a computationally creative generative system Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. that can take in a piece of existing dialog and adapt it to fit the context of the game state dynamically during the game play. Our generator is not just a piece of separate code, but it actually integrates with Fallout 4 via a mod we have developed for the purpose of showing externally generated dialog in the game.
While dialog generation for video games and digital media has received some research attention in the past [3, 9, 11, 13] , for the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first one using machine learning to generate a virtually unlimited number of novel contextually adapted dialog for a video game. To further widen the impact of our research, we are releasing the code for the mod with an open source license on Zenodo 2 together with this paper.
Our work relates to the field of computational creativity, in which a computer is used to produce artefacts that would be deemed creative if observed by people cf. [17] . Computational creativity has grown as a field with a wide range of topics covered throughout the past decade such as slogan generation [1, 14, 15] , poem generation [5, 6] and humor generation [2, 18] . Our demo brings computational creativity close to a real human user in a video game setting.
SHOWING GENERATED DIALOG IN FALLOUT
Fallout 4 does not support showing dynamically generated dialog, but instead, the game engine expects all the dialog be written and voice acted beforehand. Nothing new can be displayed during the run-time. For our approach to be integrated into the game, this requires a workaround to solve the problem. Our solution involves an external overlay application that shows the dialog on top of the game window. The whole process is depicted in Figure 1 . Our mod adds a creative NPC character called Mr Creative into Diamond City. This character has empty dialog with empty dialog options, so that the actual generated dialog can be shown instead. A script written in the Fallout 4 modding language Papyrus is attached to the NPC and it will log out different game state variables when the player initiates dialog with the NPC. The logged game state has 8 values of the player object (such as health, strength, endurance) and 104 values of the game stats (such as quests completed, monsters killed, locks picked and so on).
The log file is continuously checked by a log daemon, and once new log is available, the daemon will parse the game state variables output by the Papyrus script and send an HTTP request to the generator script that is running as a Flask 3 based web application. This will inform the generator that the player has entered in a dialog with the creative NPC character. The generator compares the game state to the previously stored one and picks the changed game state variables as potential dialog options. Out of these variables, three are picked at random as dialog options to be shown to the player. The fourth dialog option is always fixed as a dialog ending bye option. Once the dialog options are ready, the generator will make an HTTP request to the overlay application with the options.
Once the overlay application gets the new dialog options, it makes its application window visible and reshapes it to the shape of the dialog option text. This way it does not look like there was an external window on top of the game window as seen in Figure 2 . The overlay application starts to listen to the joy-pad buttons. The player can pick a dialog option in Fallout 4 by pressing one of the following Xbox 360 controller buttons: X, Y, B or A. When the player makes the choice, the overlay application registers the same button press as Fallout 4, sends an HTTP request to the generator script with the picked option and makes itself invisible.
The generator generates two pieces of utterances. One to be displayed as uttered by the player and another by the NPC. As generation is a computationally demanding process, the generator application generates possible dialogues into a cache before they are actually needed. After the generation, the overlay application is informed by another HTTP request. Finally the overlay application starts showing the generated dialog as seen in Figure 3 . The dialog is shown for a predefined duration of time that corresponds to how long Fallout takes to show the empty dialog of the NPC character. After the dialog sequence is over, either new options are requested from the generator, or if a dialog ending option was picked, the overlay application just hides its application window and the dialog finishes.
DIALOG GENERATOR
The dialog is generated by picking at random two consecutive utterances in the existing Fallout 4 dialogues. These are the initial utterances that will undergo the contextual adaption process given the player picked topic. The topics are the names of the game state variables that have increased from the last time the player had a conversation with the NPC.
Each game state variable is by hand assigned with four key words describing an increase in that variable. For example, for Locks Picked, the words are burglar, crook, robber and suspicious, and for Locations Discovered: wanderer, discovery, traveller and explore. The four seed words associated with the chosen variable together with the two randomly picked existing utterances serve as an input for the generation pipeline as shown in Figure 1 . The dialog adaptation process starts by parsing the dialog to an abstract syntax with spaCy [8] . By abstract syntax we mean a structure, where closed class part-of-speech words are replaced with a placeholder indicating only their POS tag. This abstract syntax is then paraphrased by using a sequence-to-sequence syntactic paraphrasing model trained with OpenNMT [10] . We train the model with otherwise the default settings but use the copy attention mechanism and use a BRNN (bi-directional recurrent neural network) encoder instead of the default one-directional RNN encoder.
The model is trained by using Opusparcus [4] subtitle corpus tailored for paraphrasing as it has parallel data of subtitles written by different translators for the same movies. We convert the data-set into the aforementioned abstract syntax form and use the first one hundred thousand parallel sentences where the syntactic structure of the paraphrase is different from the original.
The syntax is changed by randomly picking from the top 5 paraphrased syntactic structures generated by the OpenNMT model. We replace the placeholders of the new syntax with the words from the original utterance. This step only changes the syntax for more structural variety in the final output. Changing the vocabulary semantically is done by the next step of the pipeline.
The semantic change process begins after the paraphrasing phase. The process can be divided into 4 steps, which are 1) finding and selecting words in the utterance to change, 2) retrieve semantically similar words (candidates) to the selected ones, 3) evaluate the fitness of these candidates and 4) apply the semantic change.
During the first step, the process highlights words in the utterance that match a list of predefined parts-of-speech (e.g. verbs, adjectives, nouns, . . . etc). Out of the highlighted words, a random non-empty subset of words is chosen to be replaced. In following step, the processes uses a pre-trained semantic model [12] for retrieving the top k semantically similar words (candidates) to each highlighted word. We empirically set k to be 300. The retrieved candidates are then evaluated during the next phase of the process, where the process checks whether these candidates are different from the original word, match its part-of-speech, are semantically similar to it and are semantically similar to the context (i.e. the passed seed words). To measure the semantic similarity to the context, we represent words describing it as a single vector in the semantic model (called centroid) by averaging their corresponding vectors. The semantic similarity to the context is measured by calculating the dot product of the candidates' vectors with the centroid (i.e. cosine similarity).
Any candidate word that does not meet these conditions is pruned out. From the remaining candidates, a random candidate for each highlighted word is selected to be its replacement. Afterwards, the replacements are applied and the resulting utterance is returned.
Finally, the new replacement words are inflected to match the original morphology by Pattern [16] . The whole generative pipeline is repeated 5 times after which the output dialogues are ranked by using a 3-gram language model, picking the highest ranking dialog and serving that for the player. The language model is trained with all the data in Opusparcus with a language model tool called KenLM [7] .
CONCLUSIONS
In this software demonstration paper, we have presented our work on contextually adapting dialog in Fallout 4 to a set of game state variables. The work has involved overcoming the practical problem of showing dynamically created dialog in the game that only supports static, predefined dialog. In addition to that, we have presented our initial work on using modern machine learning methods in generating adapted dialog in a computationally creative fashion.
The mod presented in this paper is fully functional with Fallout 4 and can be, with minor adjustments, installed on any Windows machine running the game. Therefore, the source code of the mod presented in this paper is made openly available on Zenodo 4 .
